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Be | © The Simple Project 2018 To continue enjoying our site, please confirm your identity as a human. Thank you so much for your cooperation. Artists use visual elements and principles such as line, color and shape as tools to build works of art. One of the most important things to look for in works of art is the way these works are
designed or assembled. To do this, you need to know what are the elements and principles of art and how they are used to create art objects. Do you know what the elements and principles of art are? Can you even name a few of them, or how they are used to create a work of art. This quiz is designed to test your knowledge. Created by:
Kathy Hughes of Art Room 222 (your link here more information) Design elements and principles - Pre-Test Don't write on this test paper. Mark your answers on scanned tabs with a pencil #2 pen. DO NOT use a pen. Mark responds very black.1. The type of balance in which both sides of the composition are balanced, but different. A.
Asymmetrical B. Radial C. Symmetrical D. Geometry 2. Formal balance is another word for what kind of balance? A. Asymmetrical B. Radial C. Symmetrical D. Geometric 3. What is the next second word for the Center of Interest? A. Focal Point B. Accent C. Dominance D. All of the above 4. The color selection plan for the composition is
also known as ___ A. Color Spectrum B. Color Wheel C. Color Scheme D. Color Mix 5. The circular chart used to remember color relationships is ______ A. Color Scheme B. Color Wheel C. Color Ray D. Color Circle 6. Secondary colors are obtained by mixing two ____ colors. A. Neutral colors B. Complementary colors C. Primary colors
D. Medium or Tertiary colors 7. The colours are said to be contrasting if __ A. are different in lightness and darkness. B. light in value. C. dark value. D. bright and intense. 8. Contrast can be created using _____ A. smooth and rough texture. B. large and small shapes. C. Ordinary areas in relation to sample areas. D. all of the above. 9.
Cool colors are ____ A. Orange, green and purple (or purple). B. Blue, green and purple (or purple). C. Yellow, blue and red. D. White, black and brown. 10. Warm colors are____________. A. yellow, red and orange. B. yellow, red and blue. C. yellow, green and blue D. orange, purple and green 11. Yellow-orange, red-orange and yellow-
green examples are of_______. A. Medium or Tertiary colors. B. Secondary colors C. Primary colors D. Triad colors. 12. Another word for color brightness is ___ A. Value B. Intensity C. D. Complementary 13. Artistic element relating to the sense of touch is___________ A. Value B. Pattern C. Texture D. Form The following questions are
True or False. Mark A for True and B for fake on your scan-tron card. Use only #2 pen. 14. Monochromatic refers to an image made in one color.15. You cannot see through an object or material that is transparent.16. A negative form is the background or space around the theme of a work of art.17. Rhythm is created when visual
elements are repeated. Rhythm can be alternating, regular, flowing, progressive, or jazzy.18. Variation is important in a work of art. A variation is the use of the same lines, shapes, textures, and colors.19 A related color scheme would be colors next to each other on the color wheel.20. Analog colors is another term for complementary
colors21. Red and green are examples of complementary colors.22. The color plan of red, yellow, and blue is an example of the color scheme of the triads.23. Unity is gained by repeating colors and shapes -- all parts of the design work together as a team.24 Color shades can be created by adding white. Pink is a shade of red.25.
Intensity is an artistic element that means darkness or lightness of the surface. Match - Select the correct plan from the list to the right for the colors listed on the left. You can use letters multiple times. 26. Blue and orange. 27. Red, yellow and blue 28. Yellow, yellow-orange, orange 29. Red and green 30. Orange, green and purple (or
purple) 31. Purple, blue and red-purple A. Primary triad B. Related or analogue colors C. Secondary colors D. Complementary colors Correspond to the definition on the left with the correct word on the right. Select the exact letter on the scanning tab. 32. Colors that are across from each other on the color wheel. 33. Three colours equal to
the distance on the colour wheel 34. Colors that are next to each other on the color wheel. 35. Colours obtained by mixing secondary colours and primary colours. A. Medium or tertiary colours B. Analog colours C. Color triad D. Complementary colours Correspond to the definition on the left to the word on the right. Select the exact letter
on the scan-tron sheet. 36. Obtained by adding white to the shade. 37. Obtained by mixing two primary colours. 38. Obtained by adding black to the shade. 39. Colors that go with all color plans - white, black, gray and brown. A. Neutral B. Shades C. Secondary Colors D. Nuances Select a word from the word bank on the right to fill the
void of the following statements. Select the exact letter on the scan-tron sheet. 40. Visual _____ is achieved when all parts of the composition appear to have the same weight. It seems stable. 41. ______ in work is obtained by repeating colors and shapes - all parts of the design work together as a team. 42. The second term for the
centre of interest is __ 43. Lines, colors or shapes that are repeated over and over again in the planned way are __ A. focal point B. balance C. balance Pattern Select the element or word format list to the right that best fills in the blankness of the following statements. You can repeat words. 44. _______refers is based on lightness or
darkness of color. 45. _____ refers to brightness or dullness of color. 46. The element relating to tactile qualities is __ 47. __________may be real or simulated as in rubbing or drawn wood. 48. ___________may be geometric or organic. 49. Pure shade is the brightest ____ straight from the bottle. 50. Rough example is ____ A. form B.
value C. intensity D. texture Answer Key1A 2C 3D 4C 5B 6C 7A 8D 9B 10A 11A 12B 13C 14T 15F 16T 17T 18F 19T 20F 21T 22T 23T 24T 25T 26D 27A 28B 29D 30C 30C31B 32D 33C 34B 35A 36B 37C 38D 39A 40C 41B 42A 43D 44B 45C 46D 47D 48A 49C 50D 16 questions | Total attempts: 5533 Select the best response to
describe the SHAPE. The principle of art that deals with height and width. An element relating to the area between, the eye and/or within things. Triangles, squares, cylinders, rectangles, oars and circles. Element that deals with height and width, which attaches space. Element dealing with depth; and it attaches space. Write the correct
definition. The line is ____ The texture is... (Tip: There may be more than one correct answer.) Something Mr. Maurer often has his students do during Fear Factor lessons. (A reference to high school drama teacher Walt Morey.) An element of art that's hard most of the time. An element of art that's light most of the time. How something
feels or how it looks like it's going to feel. Not something you see, but something you feel. ______ is an element of art that refers to lightness and darkness in a work of art. What element of art refers to the distance or area between, around or within things? Pattern is the principle of art that was created... When your mom's dressed for
work. When lines are used over and over again. When an artistic element (or elements) is repeated in a planned or random way over and over again. When lines and shapes are used in combination with different colors. Only when there's a rhythm to design. An element of art that depicts the repetition of visual motion. The principle of art
that uses repetition to depict visual motion. How an artist directs the attention of viewers in a work of art. Simply a fancy way to say tappin' feet to the beat. The principle of art that shows repetition. The principle of art that just makes a piece feel right. The principle of art that deals with visual weight. An art principle that can be described as
symmetrical or asymmetrical. Really just a mass element of art that no artist cares about. Form is... (Tip: You will choose more than one answer for this one.) An element of art that has depth. A principle of art that has depth. Two-dimensional, which means it has two dimensions. Three which means it has three dimensions. Something you
learned to create this year during the Stack Ups project and drawing a one-point perspective. _____ is a principle of art that creates dominance and focus in a work of art. Make a list of all the elements of ART from the whiteboard. (Note that elements of art are like cake ingredients. They describe THINGS in their simplest form.)
1.2.3.4.5.6.7. Make a list of the principles of ART. (Note that the principles are like recipes for making different cakes. They describe different ways in which ingredients can be assembled.) 1.2.3.4.5.6.7. Artistic artistic terms Artist Art Architecture Craft
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